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Content Index Level: Beginner Relative pronouns are: Posesive subject object who/who whose that - We use relative pronouns to introduce relative clauses. The relative clauses tell us more about people and things: Lord Thompson, who is 76, has just retired. This is the house Jack built. Marie Curie is the woman who discovered the
radio. We use: who and who for people who for things that for people or things. Two types of relative clause There are two types of relative clause: 1. We use relative clauses to make clear which person or thing we are talking about: Marie Curie is the woman who discovered the radio. This is the house Jack built. In this kind of relative
clause, we can use that instead of who or which: Marie Curie is the woman who discovered the radio. This is the house Jack built. We can leave out the pronoun if it is the object of the relative clause: This is the house Jack built. (that's the object of built) Relative pronouns 1 GapFillDragAndDrop_MTU4ODQ or Relative Pronouns 2
GapFillTyping_MTU4ODY Be careful! The relative pronoun is the subject/object of the relative clause, so we do not repeat the subject/object: Marie Curie is the woman who discovered the radius. (which is the issue of discovering, so we don't need it) This is the house Jack built it. (that's the built object, so we don't need it) 2. We also use
relative clauses to give more information about a person, thing or situation: Lord Thompson, who is 76 years old, has just retired. We had fish and chips, which I always enjoy. I met Rebecca in town yesterday, which was a pleasant surprise. With this type of relative clause, we use commas (,) to separate it from the rest of the sentence. Be
careful! In this kind of relative clause, we can't use that: Lord Thompson, who is 76, has just retired. (NO Lord Thompson, who is 76, has just retired.) and we can't stop the pronoun alone: We had fish and chips, which I always enjoy. (We did NOT have fish and chips, I always enjoy.) Relative pronouns 3 GapFillDragAndDrop_MTU4OTE
or Relative Pronouns 4 GapFillTyping_MTU4OTI or Level: intermediate whose and to whom we use whose possessive form of whom: This is George, whose brother went to school with me. Sometimes we use whom as the object of a verb or preposition: This is George, whom you met in our house last year. (who is the object of met) This
is George's brother, with whom I went to school. (which is the object of) but nowadays we usually use who: This is George, whom you met at our house last year. This is George's brother, with whom I went to school. Relative pronouns 5 MultipleSelection_MTU4OTM relative pronouns with prepositions When who(m) or who have a
preposition, the preposition may come to the beginning clause: I had a guy in Germany, from whom I inherited some money. We bought a chainsaw, with which we cut all the wood. or at the end of the clause: I had an uncle in Germany, who (m) inherited a little From. We bought a chainsaw, with which we cut all the wood. But when that
has a preposition, the preposition always comes to an end: I didn't know the guy I inherited the money from. We can't find the chainsaw we cut all the wood with. Relative pronouns 6 GapFillTyping_MTU4OTQ when and where we can use when with the times and where with the places to make clear what time or place we are talking
about: England won the World Cup in 1966. It was the year we got married. I remember my twentieth birthday. It was the day the tsunami happened. Do you remember where we took the train? Stratford-upon-Avon is the city where Shakespeare was born. We can stop alone when: England won the World Cup in 1966. It was the year we
got married. I remember my twentieth birthday. It was the day the tsunami happened. We often use quantifiers and numbers with relative pronouns: all of which / to whom most of whom / to whom many of whom / to whom many of whom / to whom none of whom / to whom one of whom / to whom two of whom / whom etc. He has three
brothers, two of whom are in the army. I read three books last week, one of which I really enjoyed. There were some good shows on the radio, none of which I listened to. Prev &lt; 1 2 3 ... 8 &gt; Next a glass of water,1, adjectives and adverbs,1,ambition,3,animals,7,bird animals,1,insect animals,1,reptile animals,,1, wild
animals,1,apostrophe s,4,apostrophe tests,1, apostrophe worksheets, 2, Archery, 1, drum chickens,2, be all talking about a non-action,1, hit around the bush,1, become a lake,1,start to see the light at the end of the tunnel,1,being good for people,1,blow,1,body parts,2,books,1,break,1,break new ground,1,British - American English,
1,bu,1,bury the axe of war,1,can,7,can tests,4,can worksheets,2,cardinal and ordinal numbers .1,cardinal and ordinal numbers tests,1,catch,1,catch somebody off guard ,1,change,1,check,1,classroom activity,4,classroom objects,1,clothes,2,clothes worksheets,1,comparative adjective tests,5,Comparative adjectives
worksheets,3,Comparative and superlative adjective worksheets,1,comparative,11, conditional sentences,6, conditional tests,5, conjunctions,1, conjunction test,1, emotional consolation,1, containers,1,count,1,crossword puzzles,15, canon glass,3,cut,1,cycling race,1,darkness,1,days and months,1,definite article (the),3,definite article
tests,2,describing people's characters,2,describing people's physical appearances,3, designing a pizza,3,determiners tests,1,diagnostic tree quiz,2,Dialogue completion: Making and responding to suggestions,1,Dialogue completion: Meeting each other ,1,Dialogue completion: School life,1,Dialogue completion: Talking about
past,1,Dialogue completion : Speaking of people,1,dialogue tests,5,do everyhing,1,do or do,1,do your jeopardy,1,download program,1,download quiz,3,draw the line,1,dream,1,eat,1,education,2,elt-els,7,enough and too worksheets,2,each problem has a solution,1,failure,1,family members,2,family,2,family animals,1,parents,1,fear,2, first
conditional,4,first day of school,2,flowers,1, food and vegetables,1, football,2,fredoom,1,freedom,1,friendship,6,fruits,1, fruits of work,1,funny business,1,future,1,future continuous tense,1 1,future continuous tense tests,1,future shapes,5,future form testing,5,games,14,genius,1,go against the grain,1,go to the pot,1, Go to for the future,4,
go to tests,4,grammar games,5,grammar posters,4,grammar video worksheet,4,gunslinger,1,Hair by Mr. Bean,1,happiness,6,difficulty,1,has and has,12, has and has tests,4, has worksheets ,4, I have to,3, you have to try,3, home electronics ,1,home furnishing,1,hope,1,hopeless,2,idioms with pictures,11,ignorance,1,Illnesses
worksheets,1,indefinite article,4,indefinite article tests ,3,indefinite pronouns,1,1,,tests of indefinite pronouns,1,inspiration,2, irregular verb worksheets,3,jeopardy,3,job,1,jobs,1,kitchen equipment,1,knowladge,1,knowledge,1,learn with pictures,41,learner,1 ,lemon tree,1,lessons,38,life,10,live,1,lonely,2,look,1,lose /save face
1,love,1,madness,1,Making and responding an ofrec / invitation,1,making apologies,1,melancholy,- 1,memory games,2,merit,1,modal verbs,5,modal verbs tests,8,modals,2,months and seasons ,2,months and seasons worksheets,1,moral,1,moral stories,42,mornings,1,movie types ,1,many worksheets,1,music,1,musical
instruments,1,must,2,must tests,2 ,Natural substances,1,nature,1,never be ungrateful,1,numbers,1,nuts,1,object pronouns,2 , object pronoun tests,1,opportunities,1, passive tests,2, liabilities,4,continuous past,9,past continuous tests,7,passive past,3,past perfect time,2,past perfect tense tests,1,simple past,33,Passed simple tests
,23,people,1,personal care vocabulary,1,personality,5,transspiration, 1,phobias,1,phrasal verbs,18,picture dictionary,1,possessive adjectives,6,possessive adjectives tests,3,posters,42,powerpoint pessons,12,prayer,1,prepositions,6,prepositions of movement ,1,prepositions of place,5,prepositions of place tests,1,prepositions of place
worksheets,2,prepositions of time ,1, preposition tests,3,present continuous,22, present continuous for the future,1, present continuous stress tests,10, continuous worksheets present, 4, liabilities present, 3, present perfect continuous,1,present perfect continuous tests, 1,present perfect simple,14,present perfect tests,11,present
simple,26, present simple and continuous worksheets,2,present simple tests,13, present simple worksheets,4, punctuation marks,1,put,1,quantifiers,8, Quantifiers test,8,question tags,2,question tag tests,1,question words,2,speed dial data matrix reader,1,Quotes with images ,55,reading,1,reading comprehension,5, comprehension tests,-
1,read dates worksheets,1,reading materials,40,reading materials ejercicios,23,leer hojas de trabajo,19,reality,2,regular -irregular verbos,4,relative pronouns,3,relative pronouns tests ,1,run,1,saying dates,2,scholar,1,school life,2,school objects,1,school objects worksheets,1,school subjects,2,school subjects worksheets,1,second
condicional,3,second condicional,3,second trials,2,ver,1,seven deadly sins,1,should,3,you should try,2,simple past tense worksheets,4,singular - plural nouns,2,singular - plural noun tests,2,sit,sit,1,smile,,1,so -either,2,so - or evidence,1,so - tal,1,so - such tests,1,some and any,2,some and any tests,1,song,3,pain,2,spatial destroyer,1
,sports,3,stick,1,subject pronouns,5,success,1,sunrise,1,superlative adjectives worksheets,1,superlative tests,3,superlatives,8,talking about a landscape,1 talking about interests,1,talking about people,1,saying time worksheets,2,tests,152,ant and pigeon,1, ant and fly,1, the child and the apple tree ,1, the boy who wept wolf ,1,The camel,1,
the camel and the jackal,1, The cock and the jewel,1, the donkey and the dog,1, the eyes of love,1, the farmer and his children,1, the silly donkey,1, the silly wolf flute,1, the fox and the grapes,2, the fox and the cigueña, 1, the horse that wanted safety ,1,the hunter and the dog,1, the jackal and the crow,1, the king and the spider,1, the
king and the ants,1, the monkey and the cats,1, the old man and the cat,1, the proud rose,1, the slave and the lion,1, the strong and the weak,1, the thirsty crow ,1, the real person ,1, the truthful lumberjack,1, the weather, 1, the wind and the sun,1, the world,1, there are - there,8, there are - there are tests,4, there are worksheets,3, this-
these,2,2,2,english time,5,english testing time,2, to be,9, to be able to,3, to be able to test,2, to be currently,4, to be tested,5, too much and sufficient,3, transportation,1,Problems with Mr. Bean,1,4, to be tested,5, too and sufficient,3, transportation,1,Problems with Mr. Bean,1,1,true wealth,1,TV shows,1,two friends,1,countless
nouns,1,Unity is strength,1,verbs,2,Verbs+-ing/testing,1,video,8,video lessons,5,videosheetwork,6,vocabulary activities,3,vocabulary games ,10,Vocabulary posters,1,vocabulary worksheets,6,waiting ,1,wallpaper,1,was - were worksheets,2,was -was,5,wash,1,wear,1,What does the fox say?,1,What's for dinner?,1,who is the
happiest?,2,will,will,3,will tests,?2,wisdom,3,wonderful tonight,1,word order,1,word search puzzle,1,wordsearch,2,working,2,worksheets,55,Worksheets about sports,2,write,1,you,1,zodiac signs,1, signs,1,
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